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Effective classroom management is still a significant parcel in teaching at present. Teachers take it seriously in order to reach better teaching-learning process. To achieve this, a teacher may cogitate in different strategies that can produce favorable results.

A teacher may start by getting the learner’s trust. It is very important that the teacher serves as a second parent in the class. Being a person of authority and respect may attain the trust of the learners. Classroom management therefore may be realized if the pupils trust their teacher.

One factor of being an efficient teacher is credibility. A teacher is a picture of authority and authority commands credibility. If the students believe and follow the teachers who are credible, then, the class may be well-organized as well.

Millennial get bored easily when the teachers do not have an effective way of winning their attention. Oftentimes, it is difficult to sustain their focus from the beginning until the end of the class period. It is essential, though, that a teacher knows this fact and tries to capture the attention of the learners because attentive pupils are proof of an effective classroom management.
Another strategy is to serve as the key person in the classroom who will guide in reducing disruptions that may hinder the success in teaching. Simple disruption just like noise or any external disturbance may be managed tactfully by the teacher.

Giving the students the opportunity to participate during class discussion may shift their attention on studying. This is one good strategy of the teacher in achieving an effective classroom management.

The teacher needs to consider the physical and emotional conditions of the learners. If the students feel that they are safe in the place where they study, they will feel comfortable thus making them physically and emotionally stable. Subsequently, order in the class is realized.

Planning the teacher’s bucket of teaching activities that are enlisted in attaining creative and productive teaching and learning procedure are activities that may set direction in the class and can directly affect the management of the students.

Trust, credibility, learner’s attention, absence of disruption, student’s participation, physically and emotionally safe learners and well-directed activities contribute to effective classroom management.
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